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Religious values are, for a subset of Chicago professionals and executives, a powerful
motivator for how they approach their work lives. Some use their wealth to finance faith-based
projects. Tech entrepreneur Steve Sarowitz, 52, who started Paylocity and now heads Blue
Marble Global Payroll, converted to the Baha'i faith and is now funding a documentary about
the founding prophet. Joe Ricketts, the billionaire TD Ameritrade founder who abruptly
shuttered local news outlet DNAinfo last month, is building a retreat center called Cloisters on
the Platte where seekers can go to pray in silence. Ricketts, a Catholic, has attended at least
15 silent retreats and also persuaded his son Tom Ricketts, chairman of the Chicago Cubs, to
attend one.

The center and grounds near Omaha, Neb., cost at least $33.6 million, and Joe Ricketts, 76,
said at a lunch organized by the Lumen Christi Institute that it will cost about $3 million
annually to operate. About half will come from donations and half from businesses to be
developed over time: ticket sales to see the Stations of the Cross and revenue-sharing
agreements from sales of Cloisters on the Platte-branded products. "Now, on a short-term
basis, I can afford that ($1.5 million), but I'd like these facilities to be there for 500 years,"
Ricketts said. "So we've got to find a permanent solution to paying for that part that needs to
be made up."
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Others' faith motivates them, like Gallo, to step onto a new path. Jack Crowe, 57, left the
partnership at Winston & Strawn a decade ago, joining the Catholic education Cristo Rey
Network as general counsel and chief operating officer four years later. He's now executive
director at Year Up, a one-year training program for low-income young adults. Salman Azam,
secretary at the Downtown Islamic Center, left Mayer Brown as an associate to co-found his
own firm, Azam Chandran & Gilani. He and his partner handle corporate and real estate
transactions, and family law, with Muslims making up about two-thirds of their clientele. "I
thought that you should try to help people through your profession," says Azam, 36. At Mayer
Brown, "I couldn't help the people that I thought needed help. So that was the prompt to leave."

A CALLING

Often those who leave corporate jobs to follow a spiritual call had a profound experience in
their youth that stayed with them over decades until compelling them to make a major life
decision, says Elizabeth Collier, a professor of business ethics at Dominican University in
River Forest. Work is meant to feed the flourishing of both individuals and their communities,
so "if you're feeling a disconnect between who you are and what you do, that's probably you
being really in tune with the spirit and what the spirit is calling you to, in spite of all the noise in
your life. Then the question is, what do I do with it?"

For Gallo, the profound experience was the liberal studies program at the University of Notre
Dame. When he entered college in 1979, Notre Dame was one of the North American hotbeds
for liberation theology, a Catholic framework originating in Latin America and focused on the
poor. Gallo arrived as a DuPage County Republican; he cast his first presidential ballot for
Ronald Reagan. His classmates thought of him as the conservative jock. Yet over time, as he
read Plato, Tolstoy and de Tocqueville, his thinking changed, until one day during class he
argued that he wasn't sure why, from a spiritual perspective, people needed to own property
rather than sharing it. "Everyone in the class looked at me like, 'Was that John who just
spoke?' " he says. A left-leaning classmate wrote him a note afterward, cheerfully declaring
him "a closet Marxist."

There's a passage in the Bible where a prophet looks for God in the wind, in an earthquake
and in fire, yet cannot find him. Instead, he finds God in a gentle breeze. Gallo says that's how
he has encountered the divine in his own life, starting with that note. It happened again in a deli
in his second year at Harvard Law School when he spotted a blurb in the Boston Globe saying
Reagan had appointed the first black woman to the U.S. District Court in Illinois, Indiana or
Wisconsin. Gallo wrote a letter to Judge Ann Claire Williams and eventually clerked for her.

From there he became an assistant U.S. attorney. He was the lead prosecutor from 1994 to
1996 on public corruption case Operation Silver Shovel. He decided to go into private practice
to earn more money; at Sidley, partners average $1.4 million in compensation. His worry that it
would feel like punching a clock never came true. He enjoyed the work and his colleagues. But
he always believed there would be a second act.
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Walking that line between the private sector and mission-driven work is a feeling Suroor
Raheemullah knows well. A former Deloitte consultant who now oversees health and
relocation benefits at a global manufacturer in Downers Grove, Raheemullah, 38, also sits on
the board of the Muslim Women's Alliance. The Oak Brook nonprofit develops female leaders
and promotes community service. Two years ago, when the nonprofit needed a full-time
staffer, Raheemullah was tempted to fill the job herself. She was already volunteering up to 20
hours a week after hours.

In the end, she consulted with a local Muslim scholar who reframed the issue. Her corporate
career was an act of service, he said, because it offered the world an example of a successful
Muslim businesswoman. She decided to stay at her job, noting, "It doesn't always have to be
all or nothing."

Only sometimes it is. In 2016, Gallo and his wife of 32 years, Jeanne, watched the youngest of
their four children graduate from college. Later that summer, on a normal morning, Gallo took
the elevator to the 34th floor, walked to his corner office and, instead of feeling the familiar
adrenaline, he thought: "I'm going to be here all day." Maybe it was time to go.

Gallo was convinced his second act would be in a Clinton administration. He knew several
prominent Democrats from law school, like former Labor Secretary Tom Perez. Donald
Trump's election torpedoed that idea. Then, two days after the election, Bob Rivkin, a friend
and now deputy mayor of Chicago, emailed Gallo about the LAF job, subject line, "Would you
be interested."

The move to LAF has unleashed feelings of vulnerability. Sidley "was incredibly safe," Gallo
says. Now he's charged with running an organization where every lawyer there knows more
about poverty law than he does. "So it's the exact opposite feeling of the one I had getting off
the elevator, going into the cocoon. For me, it's like the Wild West, the Age of Discovery."

He was encouraged, though, by someone who had walked the path before. After the news
was announced of Gallo's new job, his friend Jack Crowe stopped by to visit. Both men are
parishioners at St. Giles in Oak Park, and they shared similar biographies. Crowe had
volunteered in a prison and in a school in Jamaica after college, as one of the original
participants in what would evolve into the Jesuit Volunteer Corps. The Year Up executive
director jokes to his wife that his goal in life "is to make progressively less money doing
progressively more impactful things."

Sitting on Gallo's front porch, Crowe quoted a favorite line from T.S. Eliot. In "The Four
Quartets" the Anglo-Catholic poet writes, "Old men ought to be explorers."
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